Look after your wellbeing this summer - choose one,
two or three activities to complete each week and tick
them off as you go! Share your favourite activities on
social media and tag @ThriveApproach in your post.

1. Nature week
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2. Mindfulness
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3. Music week
Have a game of musical statues or
musical bumps!
Make your own musical instrument. It
could be a replica of a real instrument
or one of your own imagination! Use
items such as boxes, elastic bands,
tubes, beads and string and have fun!
Create a playlist of your favourite songs.
They could be songs that remind you of
people, holidays, events or just songs
you really like. Why not create
different playlists; one for fun and
dancing, one for relaxing and one
for motivation.
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5. Sports we
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6. Kindness week

Find a rock or stone and
paint it with a happy
message. On your next wa
lk, leave it somewhere
for someone else to find
and re-hide to pass on the
positive message!
Create a kindness jar; find
a jar (or box or bag!),
paper and pencil. When
you do something nice,
or someone does someth
ing nice for you, write it
down and add it to the jar.
When it’s full, take all the
pieces of paper out and
enjoy reading all the act
s of
kindness you’ve shared
in.
Offer to do a chore for a
family member, friend or
neighbour who might nee
d some extra help.

Yay, you’ve completed Thrive’s 6 weeks of
summer! Celebrate by downloading your
certificate from thriveapproach.com/resources**
*Or a peanut butter alternative of your choice
**Available from 23 August
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